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This Meccano simple twin pendulum harmonograph is a simplified version of a 
Meccano twin pendulum harmonograph, which was based on the James 
harmonograph described in the ‘Horological Journal’, 1942, Volume 84, Number 
1009, pp. 228-229. It is sometimes called a Newton’s twin pendulum harmonograph. 
In the James harmonograph, and in this simple twin pendulum harmonograph, the 
writing table and pen arm are mounted part way down the pendulums. In the usual 
forms of twin pendulum harmonographs the writing table and pen arm are mounted 
on extensions of the pendulums above their suspensions. Some of the underlying 
theory of twin pendulum harmonographs is given in my book ‘Understanding 
Pendulums’. A Brief Introduction’, Springer, 2011. In the James harmonograph the 
pendulums can swing freely in all directions. In this simplified version the pendulums 
can only swing in one direction: front to back for the left hand pendulum and left to 
right for the right hand pendulum. There is provision for the pendulums to hang 
vertically in the rest positions.

A novel feature is that each pendulum is suspended from a pair of flexible strips, 
rather than the usual knife edge. Once launched, the amplitude gradually decreases 
due to inevitable friction. The upper parts of the pendulums are built from strips so 
that the positions of the writing table and pen arm can be adjusted. Weights can be 
placed on the two adjustable three inch pulleys on the lower part of each pendulum to 
adjust the effective lengths of the pendulums, and hence their frequencies of 
oscillation. The lower three inch pulley on each pendulum is fitted with a tyre as a 
safety precaution. The pen arm carries a ball point pen, and is mounted on a pair of 
knife edges. Each knife edge is a centre fork which engages with a � inch pinion.
This arrangement is used in ‘A Fascinating Designing Machine’ described in the 
Meccano Magazine, July 1955, which is actually a twin-elliptic harmonograph.
Friction between the pen and the card on which the pattern is drawn must be kept to a 
minimum, so the choice of ball point pen is critical. There should be just enough 
pressure between the pen and card to avoid skipping. Two threaded pins on the pen 
arm, and on an extension, allow the addition of a weight to adjust the pressure. A 
worm is a convenient weight. A length of cord and an over centre lever allow the pen 
to be lowered smoothly onto the card immediately after the pendulums have been 
launched, and then raised smoothly when required. The design is modular: the 
pendulums, together with their suspensions, and the pen arm can be simply lifted off. 
This made it easy to alter the twin pendulum harmonograph into this simplified twin 
pendulum harmonograph.

A wide range of patterns can be produced. These are approximately damped Lissajous 
figures. Some examples are given below. Waviness is due to torsional pendulum 
oscillations. Depending on one’s viewpoint this is either a source of additional 
patterns or a fault that needs to be avoided by careful launching of the pendulums.






